Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a *-ring and is a mapping on R . This paper consists of two sections . In section one , we recall some basic definitions and other concepts which will be used in our paper , we explain these concepts by examples and remarks . In section two , we introduce the notion of symmetric reverse * -Bicentralizer in R , moreover , we look for the conditions under which every symmetric left (right ) Jordan * -Bicentralizers become a symmetric left (right ) reverse * -Bicentralizers . Also , we investigate some identities satisfied by a symmetric reverse * -Bicentralizer .
BASIC CONCEPTS Definition 2.1:[1]
A ring R is called a semiprime ring , if for any a R , aRa = {0} , implies that a = 0 .
Example 2.2:[1]
Let R = z 6 be a ring . To show that the ring R is semiprime ring , let a R such that aRa = 0 , implies that a 2 = 0 , hence a = 0 , therefore R is semiprime ring .
Definition 2.3:[1]
A ring R is said to be n-torsion free where n 0 is an integer if whenever na = 0 with a R , then a = 0 . 
Properties 2.6:[2]
Let R be a ring , then for any x,y R , we have :
Definition 2.7:[2] Let R be a ring . A mapping S : R x R R is symmetric if S(x,y) = S(y,x) holds for all pairs x,y R .
Definition 2.8:[3]
Let R be a *-ring . A symmetric biadditive mapping T : R x R R is called a symmetric left ( right ) *-Bicentralizer if : T (xy ,z) = T (x,z)y * ( resp. T(xy,z) = x * T (y,z) ) is fulfilled for all x,y,z R . A mapping T is called symmetric *-Bicentralizer of R if T is both left and right *-Bicentralizer .
Example 2.9:[3]
Let S be a commutative ring , and R = .
It is easy to verify that R is a *-ring with respect to the usual operation of addition and multiplication of matrices , as well as the involution * on R defined by ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org
Page 290 = , for all R .
Let T : R x R R be a symmetric biadditive mapping defined as :
Then T is symmetric *-Bicentralizer . 
III . SYMMETRIC REVERSE
* -BICENTRALIZER First we introduce the basic definition in this paper We now explain this definition by the following example . In similar manner we can obtain the following theorem . 
IV.CONCLUSIONS
In this paper , we present certain conditions which make every symmetric Jordan * -Bicentralizer is a symmetric reverse * -Bicentralizer . Further , we investigate some identities that force a biadditive mapping to be an symmetric reverse * -Bicentralizer
